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INTRODUCTION 

The Intermountain West Joint Venture’s (IWJV) 2023 Annual Operational Plan (AOP) 
establishes the priorities, activities, and budget of the IWJV for the 2023 federal fiscal 
year (October 1, 2022, through September 30, 2023). 

Audience and Purpose: The IWJV supports habitat conservation across 486 million acres of the West through 
building trust and relationships with an increasingly diverse and growing cast of partners. We prepare the AOP 
for the IWJV Management Board and our partners. It enables the Management Board to direct the IWJV’s time, 
resources, and energy toward the highest-priority efforts in Fiscal Year (FY) 2023, focusing our work and helping 
partners realize the best return on investment. 
 

Summary of Content: Each element in this plan—Sagebrush Conservation, Water 4, Growing the Reach, and 
Operations and Administration—includes Strategies we will implement in FY 2023, as well as Budget Implications 
that describe the funding allocations needed to implement the strategies. For help with acronyms used in this 
plan, see the Appendix. 

2023 Area of Emphasis: Creation of a New Implementation Plan 

The 2013 IWJV Implementation Plan—the third in the history of this Joint Venture (JV)—established a 
framework for science-based habitat conservation that supported the work of a broad and substantial network 
of conservation partners. The plan was a thorough collection of biological information and strategic approaches 
to avian habitat conservation. One of the plan’s strengths was that it narrowed the strategic focus of the IWJV to 
wetland and sagebrush ecosystems, which remain two of the IWJV’s priority areas today. 

The pressing conservation issues of the Intermountain West have evolved since 2013. Likewise, the body of 
conservation science relevant to these issues has expanded and advanced. Invasive grasses are now widely 
recognized as a primary threat to functional rangeland ecosystems, science produced by the IWJV demonstrates 
widespread drying of wetlands, and the effects of climate change are driving land managers and 
conservationists to reimagine how to manage for resilient habitats. A new Implementation Plan is needed that 
reflects the latest realities of conservation in the Intermountain West. 

This plan’s form and function could be exceedingly different from our 2013 Implementation Plan and the current 
implementation plans of many other JVs. The 2013 plan represents over 380 pages of technical information 
about birds and their habitats, much of which exists in the plans of our partners; e.g., State Wildlife Action Plans. 
However, IWJV operations have changed dramatically since that planning process was initiated. Today, we have 
15 staff members, multiyear funding agreements with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and a largely partner-funded budget that is roughly four times greater 
today than it was in 2011. The process of developing our AOP each year serves as an element of adaptive and 
strategic planning, but the reality is that we do not have a succinct, multiyear plan from which we can tier AOPs. 
The 2013 plan identifies priority habitats, key landscapes, and some habitat objectives, but it does not serve the 
role of a concise, organizational, and big-picture guide. 

In scoping our next Implementation Plan, senior staff convened the entire IWJV staff twice, in May and August of 
2022, to explore a path forward. Thanks to support from two Management Board members who participated in 
the August 2022 planning session, we have a general idea of how to achieve our dual objectives of: 
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1) Developing a high-level Management Board Strategic Plan that encompasses and reviews our mission, 
vision, core values, and goals. 

2) Producing a five-year Implementation Plan that guides IWJV operations into the future.  

This set of ideas will be presented at the Fall 2022 Management Board meeting to spur discussion and, 
ultimately, direction from the Management Board on the planning process and approach. This will determine 
the purpose of a Strategic Plan. 

The goal of a new Implementation Plan is to create a focused yet adaptable five-year view that IWJV staff, board 
members, and partners connect to and invest in. To produce such a plan in FY 2023, IWJV staff will host planning 
sessions and incorporate input from board members and partners. The planning process will be recommended 
to the IWJV Management Board at the Fall 2022 board meeting; this work will take place over the following 
months and will be presented to the board at a future Management Board meeting. The IWJV staff requests 
establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee of the Management Board to advise staff and participate in the planning 
process. 

While the content will be determined during the planning process, it is very likely the Implementation Plan will 
include strategies related to wetlands/water and sagebrush, as these areas of work are long-term investments 
by the IWJV and represent mature conservation strategies. In addition, a new Implementation Plan may include 
and prioritize strategies for building migratory birds and water into western forest conservation. The planning 
process will provide IWJV staff with opportunities to consider how to incorporate a more focused investment in 
our science-to-implementation work, what IWJV involvement in western forest management might look like, 
and how the IWJV will continue to produce effective and powerful communications around conservation issues 
in the Intermountain West. 
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SAGEBRUSH CONSERVATION 

FY 2023 Focus: Work across local and landscape scales to promote resilient sagebrush 
rangelands through proactive, voluntary, science-based management and restoration 
with a diversity of partners. 

Today, multiple private landowners, tribes and tribal associations, federal and state government agencies, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), corporate entities, recreationists, and other champions for rangeland 
conservation have joined together in collaborative conservation efforts to address the large-scale loss and 
degradation of sagebrush habitat across the West. Humans, sagebrush birds and other wildlife, and a myriad of 
ecosystem services depend on the sustained viability of the sagebrush shrub-steppe now and into the future. 

Implementing durable sagebrush conservation is increasing in complexity. A few notable problems our 
partnership seeks to address are degrading wildlife habitat, the loss of carbon stored in rangeland soils, changing 
climate, and intensified weather events. These intractable resource challenges create a paramount need to 
balance conservation priorities with agriculture, energy development, recreation, and community livelihoods. 

For more than a decade, the IWJV and our sagebrush partners have fostered common-ground efforts to achieve 
landscape-level conservation through collaboration across scales. These efforts are intended to move the 
sagebrush biome toward a sustainable and resilient future for humans and wildlife who rely on these systems. 

Our most significant effort, Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands (FY 2016–2024), seeks to enact cross-
boundary management and restoration of sagebrush rangelands for people, wildlife, and the economy. To date, 
we have a demonstrated track record of results and more than $12.507 million leveraged in funding. 
Additionally, in the spirit of the IWJV model of bringing partners to the table, we facilitate the Sagebrush 
Conservation Committee, a powerful set of public and private partners that coordinate and implement 
voluntary, incentive-based actions addressing catastrophic wildfire and invasive annual grasses. Additional 
multiyear partner efforts continued in 2022 with the production of a series of sagebrush science-based 
frameworks and strategies, supporting the IWJV’s ability to implement strategic sagebrush restoration and 
management through coordinated action.1 In short, sagebrush conservation advanced by the IWJV and our 
partners continues with deep investment. In FY 2023, we will make major leaps to implement bold, innovative 
efforts that transform the sagebrush system. 

FY 2023 Sagebrush Conservation Strategies 

In FY 2023, we will align sagebrush habitat conservation within the key strategies below: 

● Implement the Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands effort across ownership boundaries.  
● Create compelling sagebrush communications that engage a diversity of audiences and elevate partnership-

driven conservation efforts and outcomes, science-to-implementation efforts, and strategic conservation 
funding. 

● Host the Sagebrush Conservation Committee to energize and catalyze important decision-making, 
awareness of policy, and targeted action across multiple scales. 

                                                             
1 Key guiding sagebrush strategies and frameworks at www.PartnersInTheSage.com/resilient-landscapes-resource-list 
(newly revised in 2022). 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5889438b893fc0576c2911de/t/62d6b1411f6115133a3a8f65/1658237417264/2021+BLM-IWJV+Annual+Report+Summary.pdf
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Strategy 1a. Implement the Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands effort across 
ownership boundaries. 

The Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands effort moves into its seventh year of implementation, 
spearheaded by the second intra-agency agreement between the BLM and the IWJV. The Sage Capacity Team, 
with its 17 partner positions, will continue to build a powerful base of collaboration in priority landscapes across 
the West. These dynamic individuals help coordinate sagebrush conservation across jurisdictional boundaries; 
fill much-needed gaps in capacity; track projects and success; and bring local partners to the table to leverage 
and scale up management and restoration actions. 

In FY 2023, we will build relationships with diverse partners and capitalize on the momentum of previous years 
to carry forward strategic, community-based, landscape-scale conservation. The following areas of work are 
intended to meet important restoration and management targets to conserve the sagebrush biome—especially 
given the vulnerability of these systems within a changing climate—as well as strengthen the social and 
economic fabric of western communities by working with forward-thinking partners. The BLM-IWJV partnership 
is poised to increase its impact by 1) prioritizing landscape-scale treatments that address invasive annual grasses 
and catastrophic wildfire, wet meadow and riparian degradation, and woodland expansion, and 2) by supporting 
outcome-based grazing and big game migration corridors conservation. We will focus on investing support and 
resources in the Sage Capacity Team through partnership-building, science-to-implementation efforts, projects 
on the ground, and leveraged funding. Here is our action plan: 

 

 

https://www.partnersinthesage.com/community-based-capacity
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INVASIVE ANNUAL GRASSES AND CATASTROPHIC WILDFIRE 

● Address invasive annual grasses in priority sagebrush rangelands with strategic actions to defend the core, 
grow the core, and mitigate impacts2 using science-based decision support tools produced by agency and 
university partners. 
o Understand the needs of BLM and partners relating to invasive annual grass management and begin 

developing a strategy for bridging the gap between science and implementation. This will include 
continued support of the Invasive Annual Grass Tech Transfer Partnership: Empowering Land Managers 
to Defend and Grow Sagebrush Cores to equip land managers with the knowledge, skills, and tools 
needed to implement effective invasive annual grass management. 

● Scope the opportunity and potentially implement a new BLM-IWJV intra-agency agreement to address 
wildfire and fuels management to support the National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy, 
funded by the 2021 Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL). 
o Support BLM and partners with strategic implementation of proactive fuels management, postfire 

recovery activities, and other practices that reduce wildfire risk through strategic targeting driven by 
science-based tools and frameworks and local and traditional knowledge. 

o Assimilate and transfer the latest science on reducing wildfire risk on BLM lands to support landscape-
level planning, project implementation, and partnerships. 

● Continue to provide support to the BLM’s Outcome-based Grazing (OBG) program, which aims to strengthen 
the BLM’s management of grazing on public lands by offering livestock operators greater flexibility to 
respond to changing conditions, such as drought or wildfire. 
o Strengthen relationships with the BLM range program leads. 
o Create strategic communications that highlight the growth and success of the OBG program, including 

videos, StoryMaps, and feature articles. Adjust language used to communicate about the OBG program 
in accordance with BLM’s OBG Communications Plan. 

o Target treatments to address invasive annual grasses and support assessment of conservation outcomes 
when possible. 

o Develop relationships with permittees and range specialists to learn what is successful and transfer 
success to other landscapes. 

 

WET MEADOW AND RIPARIAN DEGRADATION 

● Implement the IWJV/BLM Riparian and Wet Meadow Restoration Strategy by working with BLM, NRCS, and 
other partners to increase skills and capacity to implement low-tech riparian and wet meadow restoration 
work across the West. The goal is to catalyze further on-the-ground restoration efforts in riparian and wet 
meadow habitats. Below are the elements of the strategy: 
o Focus efforts to support capacity to restore ephemeral wet meadow systems in vital landscapes within 

the sagebrush biome by hosting skills development workshops. 
o Scope the opportunity to establish mesic restoration coordinators in landscapes as requested by BLM 

and partners to support low-tech riparian and wet meadow restoration efforts in states and landscapes. 
o Create and house a “one-stop shop” for riparian and wet meadow restoration resources centered 

around Zeedyk restoration practices on www.PartnersInTheSage.com. 
o Evaluate existing evidence of the outcomes of low-tech riparian and wet meadow restoration 

treatments and identify gaps in knowledge where additional evaluations are needed. 
o Advance strategic communications to expand mesic conservation and restoration, highlighting Zeedyk 

projects in Wyoming and Montana carried out by Sage Capacity Team positions and BLM partners. 
o Continue to work with BLM and other partners to identify areas of overlap and further opportunities for 

our partnership efforts within riparian and wet meadow restoration work. 

                                                             
2 The “Defend the Core, Grow the Core, Mitigate Impacts” framework, developed by NRCS Working Lands for Wildlife is 
being increasingly used by partners to guide invasive annual grass work. 

https://www.sagegrouseinitiative.com/defend-the-core-fighting-back-against-rangeland-invaders-in-sagebrush-country/#:~:text=Through%20Working%20Lands%20for%20Wildlife,impacts%20in%20heavily%20infested%20areas.
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● Engage the BLM in co-production and use of the Wetland Evaluation Tool (WET), which allows practitioners 
to overlay multiple datasets from migratory bird stopover sites to wetland resiliency, to help land managers 
create a landscape-scale picture of important areas to target for wetland conservation.  

● Support the BLM in accessing and applying decision support tools such as remote sensing products to guide 
strategic investments in riparian areas and wet meadows (e.g., the SGI Mesic Resources Layer). 

● Continue to work with the Water 4 team to identify areas of collaboration and overlap within wet meadow 
and riparian degradation and restoration opportunities. Collaboration would be focused on: 
o Technical transfer efforts (e.g., workshops) 
o Outcome-based evaluations 
o Communications 

 

CONIFER EXPANSION 

● Reduce woodland expansion into priority sagebrush rangelands by emphasizing treatments that benefit 
multiple wildlife species and ecosystem function and processes.  
o Support the Sage Capacity Team positions focused on conifer expansion as needed. 
o Share lessons learned and outcomes from the Bruneau-Owyhee Sage Grouse Habitat3 and other 

demonstration projects to promote and advance innovative treatment of woodland expansion in 
sagebrush habitat. 

● Support rollout and outreach for the Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment Education Platform, an innovative 
public-oriented website focusing on the threat of conifer expansion into sagebrush ecosystems and the 
management approaches used to address this threat. 

● Continue addressing science-to-implementation needs of BLM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and 
partners relating to management of persistent pinyon and juniper woodlands and pinyon jay habitat within 
the sagebrush biome and provide support as determined necessary. Focus support in central Nevada, the Bi-
State, and Utah. Also, utilize the FY 2023 implementation planning process to identify the extent and priority 
of further woodland restoration work beyond existing support to BLM. 

● Support rollout and outreach for new Rangeland Analysis Platform products, including: 
o The Historical Imagery Layer, user-friendly way to visualize historical and modern imagery side-by-side, 

which can be used to view the progression of woodland expansion. 
o The Great Basin Fire Probability Map, which visualizes the relative probability of large (> 1,000 acres) 

rangeland fire for a given year if an ignition occurs. Probabilities are for the entire year or fire season. 
o The Yield Gap Tool, which shows how tree expansion impacts forage production in grazing systems. 

 

MIGRATION CORRIDORS CONSERVATION 

● Support migration corridor efforts to conserve big game, migratory birds, and other at-risk species in priority 
sagebrush landscapes that have co-benefits to sage grouse and other sagebrush obligates. 

● Identify collaborative opportunities to protect and conserve functional landscape-level wildlife migration 
corridors through collaboration with state fish and wildlife agencies, the USFWS, the BLM, and non-
governmental partners. 

● Support multiple Sage Capacity Team positions addressing cross-boundary conservation of migration 
corridors in Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Montana. 

● Utilize www.PartnersInTheSage.com to provide guiding science and frameworks relevant to migration 
corridors to partners, while creating original communications that highlight collaborative migratory corridor 
conservation work. 

● Develop new relationships with conservation partners and funders invested in landscape connectivity to 
collaborate on watershed- and community-led corridor conservation (e.g., Center for Large Landscape 
Conservation). 

                                                             
3 The Bruneau-Owyhee Sage Grouse Habitat effort is a large-scale restoration project that aims to remove 40,000–60,000 
acres of western junipers over 10–15 years. 

https://iwjv.org/solution-based-science/wet/
https://map.sagegrouseinitiative.com/ecosystem/mesic-resources?ll=43.4799,-110.7624&overlay=mesic_average&opacity=0.80&z=6&basemap=roadmap
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PARTNERSHIP GROWTH 

Continue to build strong relationships, host meetings and forums, and experiment with innovative ways to 
support a growing and robust network of sagebrush partners. 

● Convene an in-person retreat of the Sage Capacity Team, IWJV staff, and representatives of the BLM 
leadership to strengthen relationships, engage in team-building, share knowledge, and build technical skills 
(summer 2023) and/or host a Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands Collaborative Forum in the field 
(or virtually) with the BLM and other land managers, hosting entities, Sage Capacity Team members, and a 
diversity of partners (summer 2023). 

● Assist the BLM National Operations Center Sage-grouse Team to support BLM offices completing multi-scale 
Sage Grouse Habitat Assessment Framework assessments through meeting coordination and report writing. 

● Coordinate quarterly meetings of the BLM Management Oversight Group and the IWJV core team, with at 
least one of these meetings taking place in person, to receive guidance and approval on funding proposals 
and budget oversight, discuss priority areas of work, and strengthen relationships with leadership across 
multiple BLM divisions and offices. 

● Strengthen partnerships within BLM at all levels: 
o Work with the Management Oversight Group to expand our awareness of our partnership within BLM at 

multiple levels. 
o Connect with State Directors and District Managers (and others) through attending state leadership 

meetings. 
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o Expand Field Office awareness and support of the BLM and IWJV partnership through continued 
outreach and meetings that bridge the gap between science and implementation, explore new capacity 
opportunities, enhance communications, etc. 

● Expand science partnerships with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and other agency and university 
researchers to facilitate co-production of actionable science and link science to implementation. 

Strategy 1b. Create unique and compelling sagebrush communications that engage a 
diversity of audiences and elevate partnership-driven conservation, science and science-to-
implementation efforts, and funding. 

We use powerful storytelling to share solid, practical information our diverse partners can use to conserve 
habitat for people and wildlife. The sagebrush communications toolbox managed by the IWJV is continually 
growing in its reach, complexity, and impact. In FY 2023, we will provide a suite of services in three distinct 
categories—sagebrush storytelling, strategic communications management, and communications products that 
link science to implementation—filling a niche within the sagebrush conservation community that no other 
partner has the capacity and ability to do. Each category advances the objectives outlined in the annually 
updated Sagebrush Communications Plan. This plan identifies specific work priorities for the fiscal year, builds 
off past successes and lessons learned, and accounts for budget/time investments. 

SAGEBRUSH STORYTELLING 

● Develop conservation partner and Sage Capacity Team stories related to woodland management, invasive 
annual grass treatments, riparian and wet meadow restoration, and migration habitat, featuring how 
management and restoration benefit wildlife and local communities in the sagebrush biome. 

● Share lessons learned related to woodland management, invasive annual grass treatments, riparian and wet 
meadow restoration, and migration habitat through unique communications products tailored to relevant 
partners. 

● Increase communications within the BLM by exploring new tactics and tools such as developing five-minute 
videos, audio productions, or engaging StoryMaps to: 1) address the BLM’s needs and opportunities; 2) 
share conservation successes and lessons learned with field offices and communities; and 3) engage 
partners in ways most relevant to their work.  

● Support the USFWS by highlighting BIL-funded projects across the Intermountain West through a series of 
communications products, making sure to highlight the various partners working to implement each project. 

● Prioritize and deliver communications about locally led partnerships achieving grass-based restoration and 
other novel innovations demonstrating climate resilience through conservation. These products will feature 
ranchers, watershed groups, and landscape-scale efforts to illustrate collaborative conservation progress. 

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT 

● Create an invasive annual grass mini-communications strategy in collaboration with SageWest, the USFWS, 
the USGS, the BLM, the NRCS Working Lands for Wildlife, Audubon, Fire Science Exchanges, and other 
partners to encourage awareness, understanding, and action. This includes: 
o Supporting rollout of the Sagebrush Conservation Design project (i.e., agency + NGO communications 

plan, information sheet, press release, social media), providing technical transfer of the information, and 
developing case studies about successful implementation. 

● Support and assist the NRCS Working Lands for Wildlife and University of Nevada, Reno on the release of the 
Pinyon-Juniper Encroachment Education Platform. 

● Support and provide resources/services such as SageWest and other initiatives for collaborative 
communication efforts between diverse groups. 
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COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT SCIENCE TO IMPLEMENTATION 

● Utilize the www.PartnersInTheSage.com web platform, fact sheets, and other digital tactics and tools for 
advancing the technical transfer of science, sharing of local and traditional knowledge, and promotion of 
educational platforms essential to sagebrush habitat conservation. This includes developing stories that 
elevate how science and data are being used and shared—facilitating access, interpretation, and application 
of current science and local and traditional knowledge by public and private land managers—and 
distributing these stories and other communications products strategically to IWJV’s partnership network. 

● Support science-to-implementation efforts related to invasive annual grasses, the Riparian and Wet 
Meadow Restoration Strategy, and woodland management through the development of communications 
that highlight key science, field-based workshops, and web-based training, reaching important conservation 
partners. We will provide outreach and promotion, event management, and post-workshop recording 
distribution. Increase sagebrush science-to-implementation efforts to help guide FY 2023 strategic planning 
in the sagebrush biome as well as to support conservation planners and implementers in accessing, 
interpreting, and applying science and traditional and local knowledge in conservation decision-making and 
actions. 

Strategy 1c. Host the Sagebrush Conservation Committee to energize and catalyze important 
decision-making, awareness of policy, and targeted action across multiple scales. 

In FY 2022, the Sagebrush Conservation Committee reviewed and affirmed its purpose within the sagebrush 
biome: 

The Sagebrush Conservation Committee is a diverse, efficient, and action-oriented team of decision-
makers and partners that work collaboratively through voluntary, incentive-based conservation to 
address the most pressing threats to sagebrush rangelands. We utilize an inclusive all-hands, all-lands 
approach to benefit private, tribal, and public lands. With more than 500 organizations working on 
sagebrush conservation and science, our role is to coordinate across scales to create a powerful and 
impactful movement for the future of the sagebrush and the myriad of ecosystem services that it 
supports. 

The Sagebrush Conservation Committee’s work has been bolstered with increased science efforts by federal 
agency and university partners, new infusions of BIL funding, and associated policy efforts. The Western 
Governors’ Association, the Sagebrush Executive Oversight Committee, and a revived Sage Grouse Task Force 
are leading these policy efforts. The Sagebrush Conservation Committee will continue to focus on the following 
activities in FY 2023: 

● Address the most pressing threats to the sagebrush biome by working at a scale that matches the scale 
of these threats, with the goal of increasing resilience to a changing climate. 

● Implement a strategic approach to conserving sagebrush rangelands using the latest science and 
outcome-based evaluations—emphasizing restoration and management for resiliency. 

● Support increased coordination for restoration and management across boundaries with associated 
funding, human capital, and infrastructure investments. 

● Emphasize and support community-based conservation and engagement with tribal nations to achieve a 
durable approach to working lands conservation for the future. 

● Strengthen the all-hands, all-lands approach to western collaborative conservation by integrating with 
other efforts that work across jurisdictional boundaries. 
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WATER 4 

FY 2023 Focus: Accelerating wetland habitat conservation by using wetland resiliency 
science to enable strategic conservation investments; catalyzing conservation 
partnerships by making science accessible to inform decision-making and drive funding; 
and communicating the Water 4 story through a variety of mediums to further elevate 
the multiple benefits of working wet meadows for people and wildlife. 

Drought in the West is no longer a temporary regional issue; it is a long-run, landscape-scale problem with 
implications for food security, human health and communities, the economy, and fish and wildlife. The high 
stakes and complex nature of western water challenges require unprecedented levels of partnerships and 
collaboration. 

The IWJV’s Management Board developed the Water 4 Initiative in 2019 to conserve the working wet meadows 
that support irrigated agriculture, fish and wildlife habitat, groundwater recharge, and landscape resilience. 
Water 4 has evolved from an initiative to an established program, spurring tangible, on-the-ground conservation 
throughout the Intermountain West. Today, Water 4’s greatest strength may be the way in which it uses 
science, communications, and flyway-level connections to elevate the important habitat functions provided by 
working wet meadows in the generally arid landscapes of the West. Water 4 also highlights the role flood-
irrigated agricultural lands play in the migratory connectivity of iconic birds such as sandhill cranes. 
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Wetland habitats in the Intermountain West are imperiled by the drying trends associated with climate change. 
However, wetland habitat can be sustained to meet the needs of people and wildlife into the future. Doing so 
requires an investment in sustaining the people, practices, and partnerships needed to address current and 
future water-related challenges while being adaptive and nimble—the concept at the heart of the Water 4 
approach. 

The Water 4 approach is built around simple tools that sustain working wet meadows and functioning riparian 
systems and improve hydrologic function from headwaters to floodplains. Water 4 helps land managers identify 
resilient landscapes to target for conservation, sustain and improve vital working wet meadow habitats on 
private lands, and enhance watershed health and hydrologic function to provide multiple benefits to multiple 
species, as well as to human communities. 

This AOP will focus on the continued work of Water 4, while the forthcoming IWJV Implementation Plan will 
reflect Water 4's whole-watershed approach to conservation and the importance of headwater health to 
sustaining working wet meadows in the valley bottom. 

FY 2023 Water 4 Strategies 

In FY 2023, Water 4 efforts will focus on three key strategies: 

● Develop and transfer science to advance strategic conservation. 
● Accelerate the pace, scale, and reach of wetland habitat conservation delivery. 
● Advance proactive, collaborative conservation of water and wetland habitat through compelling 

communications. 

Strategy 2a. Develop and transfer science to advance strategic conservation. 

The IWJV developed powerful wetland dynamic and resiliency models that provide a comprehensive analysis of 
“where the water is in space and time” over the past 38 years. These models were charted by the IWJV 
Management Board in 2013 and led by the IWJV’s Spatial Ecologist. They encompass the 11-state region and 
extend into several adjoining JV regions. This effort has produced tools that can analyze nearly four decades of 
landscape change in the wetland and flood-irrigated agricultural complexes that comprise the “green ribbons” of 
the West’s intermountain valleys. The resulting data highlights a trend of wetland drying (i.e., wetlands are 
flooded for shorter times within and among years). 

In addition, the IWJV and partners have assessed waterfowl, shorebird, and waterbird movements and use of 
irrigated agricultural lands and public wetlands across the Pacific and Central Flyways through satellite telemetry 
studies of sandhill cranes, northern pintails, cinnamon teal, and other species. By linking this data to wetland 
dynamics modeling, the IWJV and partners can better understand the functional changes induced by wetland 
drying, as well as the effects they may have on species of conservation concern. These major science 
accomplishments bridge long-standing gaps in the understanding of migratory birds and their habitats. In doing 
so, Water 4 science also sets the stage for improved conservation of water and wetlands in the Intermountain 
West. 

In FY 2023, we will continue developing science that can inform water and wetland habitat conservation. We will 
also creatively engage in technical transfer endeavors with partners by leveraging the IWJV’s new Science to 
Implementation team. This scaled-up science-to-implementation effort will accelerate strategic wetland and 
water conservation that can help address pressing challenges like drought, climate change, and the need for 
innovation in water management in the West. 
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SCIENCE DEVELOPMENT 

Develop science products and support partner-led science projects. 

Note: Unanticipated challenges developing WET in FY 2022 delayed the development of related science projects. 
As a result, the efforts to examine wetland resilience and sandhill crane breeding distributions will be completed 
in FY 2023. 

● Complete and publish phase two of the IWJV’s flagship analysis of wetland landscape change in the western 
U.S. In 2022, this effort focused on developing WET. In 2023, this tool will be used to examine 40 years of 
wetland change across 11 western states. Outcomes are anticipated to promote the sustainability of 
waterbird migration networks and inform water use policy in the West. Read more about the results from 
the 2022 pilot study here. 

● Expand the breeding sandhill crane distribution model in the western U.S. Completion of the 2022 pilot 
study in Idaho, along with data from the newly available WET, will be used to finalize this project. Results 
will prioritize the protection of core breeding areas, 90% of which were associated with privately owned, 
flood-irrigated hay meadows in Idaho. 

● Conclude implementation of the Upper Colorado Basin Wetland Resiliency science. This is a student project 
advised by IWJV science staff and University of Montana faculty. In 2022, progress included interaction with 
stakeholders and data development that will inform the analysis. In 2023, they will develop a model to 
quantify the contribution flood irrigators make to sustaining wetland and riparian health across the Upper 
Basin states (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming). 

● Continue collaborative research with the Pacific Flyway Nongame Technical Committee and USGS Western 
Ecological Research Center using white-faced ibis as an umbrella species to inform conservation strategies 
addressing wetlands and climate change. In 2022, Global Positioning System tracking device deployment 
was challenged by severe drought across the breeding grounds that made bird capture less predictable. In 
addition, concerns around avian influenza limited the number of dependable capture locations. Despite 
these challenges, over half the transmitters were deployed in California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, and Utah. 
Ongoing deployment efforts in 2023 will target gaps in the breeding range not covered in the project’s first 
year; e.g., Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming. 

 

SCIENCE-TO-IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 

Strengthen and expand science-to-implementation efforts that integrate ecological and social science produced 
by the IWJV and our science partners into habitat conservation delivery approaches, practices, and programs. 

● Provide virtual user training and technical support following the full rollout of WET, the IWJV’s interactive, 
web-based mapping platform that tracks current and historic wetland conditions across the West. Work 
directly with partner organizations to tailor outreach and training to meet their specific needs. 

● Support NRCS State Conservationists and staff in applying the Environmental Quality Incentives Program 
(EQIP) and Agricultural Conservation Easement Program at the state level by incorporating IWJV wetland 
dynamics and resiliency modeling results into program delivery. We will support NRCS State, Area, and/or 
Field offices, as well as partners, with custom analyses that address important questions and provide 
technical assistance in incorporating IWJV science into program screening and ranking tools and the 
development of strategic approaches (e.g., Oregon NRCS Conservation Implementation Strategies, Montana 
NRCS Targeted Implementation Plans, and Colorado NRCS Targeted Conservation Projects). 

● Collaborate with National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) and state Wildlife Management Area staff to apply the 
IWJV’s wetland dynamics and resiliency modeling to the adaptive management of public wetlands. This 
involves sharing science decision-support tools and helping NWR and Wildlife Management Area managers 
understand habitat availability and migratory bird needs in their landscapes—i.e., “beyond the blue-and-
white signs”—to best align wetland flooding schedules with the temporal needs of wetland-
dependent birds. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nUFnaVL4oDnqRVxpmZSesyOzQzF6FMeC7rpmxrdNlHc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16CpZgzC1bfBVl7irExHae49T_AV4PfOoVZJoaaLP9bs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16CpZgzC1bfBVl7irExHae49T_AV4PfOoVZJoaaLP9bs/edit?usp=sharing
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● Prioritize WET-related outreach, training, and support for tribal partners. Tribal lands encompass roughly 40 
million acres within the IWJV boundary and contain important wetland resources. We will work with 
partners like USGS Climate Adaptation Science Center Tribal Liaisons to coordinate information-sharing 
about WET to tribal land managers. 

● Expand our understanding of Traditional Ecological Knowledge by learning from tribal partners and their 
connection to western landscapes. 

● Provide technical support for partners engaged in private lands protection, conservation, and restoration 
efforts, such as land trusts and other NGOs. We will support these partners using the science provided by 
WET and accompanying waterbird research to inform conservation planning, communicate the importance 
of wetland resources on private lands, and quantify the outcome of conservation actions. 

● Evaluate the human dimensions or other social science needs of partners in at least one of the Water 4 
priority areas to shape a future social science project that would inform water/wetland habitat conservation 
investments. 
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Strategy 2b. Accelerate the pace, scale, and reach of wetland habitat conservation delivery. 

Dire drought conditions across the West are revealing a future of increasingly complex water crises. Status quo 
conservation delivery is insufficient in addressing the severity of water challenges. People are the biggest drivers 
in conservation outcomes, and those people are often the ones who are tied to the land with intimate local 
knowledge. We need to increase localized field delivery capacity to match the increase in funding through BIL 
and other federal conservation programs. Support and investment in local capacity and implementation capacity 
will be the best way to support our partners in realizing conservation gains commensurate with these funding 
increases. Across the West, local people who understand the landscape are effectively positioned to scale on-
the-ground actions to best match funding opportunities. With the right support, these people—who are already 
doing work in the vein of Water 4—can accelerate the pace and scale of working wet meadow conservation. In 
FY 2023, we seek to provide that support as follows. 

FIELD DELIVERY CAPACITY  

Expand the field delivery capacity necessary to ramp up Water 4 implementation through proven capacity-
building approaches. 

● Expand and support existing partner field delivery capacity that currently implements important elements of 
the Water 4 conservation toolbox—e.g., conservation easements, flood irrigation infrastructure, 
reconnecting floodplains, and fish habitat restoration that improves wet meadows and riparian areas—
through their own conservation priorities and programs. This model identifies common ground with 
partners working in landscapes that have working wet meadows, such as the fishery, land trust, and 
conservation district communities. Rather than establishing new partner positions, the IWJV will provide 
cost-share funding to support existing field delivery capacity. 

● Invest in traditional field delivery capacity “partner positions” to support NRCS and an array of conservation 
partners in improving wetland habitat on flood-irrigated wet meadows. Field-based positions will be focused 
with partners in landscapes where significant on-the-ground conservation funding is in place or can likely be 
attained. 

● Identify opportunities to work with tribal partners to support capacity needs for sustaining critical wetlands 
on tribal trust lands and within their historical territories. 

● Identify alternative ways to support partner-led actions, including science-to-implementation projects that 
can guide investments and attract funding, and/or communications support that elevates the work of these 
critical partners (ex., Trout Unlimited in western Colorado). 

CONSERVATION PROGRAM INNOVATIONS  

Historically, the approach to wetland conservation was to protect, restore, and enhance wetlands to achieve a 
permanent conservation status. This recipe does not always produce success due to wetland drying trends of 
today that are occuring at unprecedented scales. With decreasing water resources, new models of conservation 
innovation are needed. Efforts to support nontraditional partners (e.g., Trout Unlimited) are critical to 
expediting wetland conservation beyond traditional funding sources (e.g., the North American Wetlands 
Conservation Act). These efforts will also be an important avenue for increasing the pace and scale of wetland 
conservation. In FY 2023 we will support innovative water and wetlands conservation in important landscapes 
through the following activities. 

● Support partners in accessing funding through BIL, including new agency partnerships (i.e., the U.S. Forest 
Service/USFS, Bureau of Reclamation) to achieve multiple water-related objectives including sustaining 
wetland habitats on irrigated agricultural lands and public wetlands. Use communication, science, and 
partnership tools to further support our partners’ efforts to attain funding. 
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● Implement the innovative $3.8 million Klamath Basin Farming and Wetland Collaborative Regional 
Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP), secured in partnership with the USFWS and Ducks Unlimited. In 
2022, partners completed the regulatory and program requirements to launch the program. The initial sign-
up enrolled 300 acres of productive, managed wetlands. Funds will be expended over the next four years for 
voluntary habitat practices on agricultural lands, inspired by the Klamath Basin’s “walking wetlands” 
approach. 

● Implement and develop existing and emerging partnerships with NRCS in Oregon, Montana, Utah, and 
California to target conservation through RCPP, EQIP, and the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program. 
Identify where these programs can lead to flood irrigation modernization, conservation easements, riparian 
and stream restoration, and low-tech mesic restoration. Continuing to forge strong relationships with NRCS 
State Conservationists in these states sets the stage for programmatic innovations that will catalyze millions 
of dollars of new conservation investments. 

● Support partners in identifying climate-smart approaches to conservation easement acquisition through the 
NRCS Agricultural Conservation Easement Program in response to the recent enactment of the Inflation 
Reduction Act. The Act’s agricultural conservation provisions will bring $1.4 billion in new funding for this 
program from FY 2023 through FY 2026. 

 

KLAMATH BASIN AND SOUTHERN OREGON NORTHEASTERN CALIFORNIA (SONEC) BIG 7 CONSERVATION APPROACHES 

The drought and unprecedented lack of water deliveries to agriculture and refuges in the Klamath Basin have 
dramatically reduced the amount of habitat on the Klamath Basin NWR Complex and associated irrigated 
agricultural lands, a region that once sustained millions of birds during migration. For example, the IWJV’s WET 
tool shows that spring flooding on Lower Klamath NWR has been reduced from roughly 40,000 acres to about 
2,000 acres. Furthermore, recent IWJV research shows that a “trophic collapse” is occurring in the region due to 
wetland drying, with major reductions in semi-permanent wetlands that were important to breeding waterbirds, 
molting mallards, and diving ducks. Finally, waterfowl populations are essentially bypassing the entire Klamath-
SONEC region during fall migration, likely resulting in early arrivals in the Central Valley of California. This puts 
more pressure on food supplies that are precarious due to the Central Valley’s own set of water issues. 

The impact of these changes requires a fresh new look at conservation planning for Pacific Flyway waterfowl, 
shorebird, and waterbird populations from that which we employed in the 2013 IWJV Implementation Plan. 
Thanks to the vision and leadership of the USFWS Pacific Southwest Regional Director and key staff, the IWJV 
developed a suite of seven conservation approaches that partners can use to address these two resource issues: 
1) wetland habitat bottlenecks for Pacific Flyway waterbirds; and 2) hydrologic resiliency of watersheds. 

Water scarcity is the threat of the current era for wetlands conservation in the arid West. Climate change, 
human water demand, and water policy present challenges that are often beyond the control of most 
conservation agencies or organizations. The following approaches represent science-guided activities that can 
be accomplished through collaboration, voluntary landowner participation, and improved coordination among 
and between conservation agencies and organizations. Combined, these activities will enhance the ability of 
watersheds to withstand drought conditions and will result in multiple benefits for people, fish, and wildlife. 

Called the “Big 7 Conservation Approaches” by IWJV staff and partners, this new effort being undertaken in FY 
2023 includes the following areas of work: 1) Upper Klamath Basin Agricultural Land–Flooding and Irrigation 
Infrastructure, 2) State Wildlife Areas and NWRs–Water Management Innovation, 3) Wetland Reserve 
Easements, 4) Working Lands Conservation Easements, 5) SONEC Working Wet Meadows, 6) Floodplain/Riparian 
Restoration of Upper Klamath Tributaries, and 7) Upper Klamath Lake Fringe and other Klamath Basin Wetlands 
Restoration. 
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In FY 2023, the IWJV will build out these ideas and begin catalyzing buy-in and ownership of some of these 
approaches by our conservation partnership in this region. Projected achievements in this first year include: 

● Providing communications support utilizing a strategic approach to elevate select messages, champion 
common ground, and give voice to this cohesive set of ideas that builds buy-in and ownership by partners 
with a diverse set of perspectives. 

● Developing out the Big 7 strategic approaches to sustaining Pacific Flyway wetland-dependent migratory 
birds in Klamath-SONEC through collaboration and partnerships. 

● Catalyzing investments in capacity and conservation delivery, including wetlands and agricultural water 
infrastructure, by partners—Oregon NRCS, California NRCS, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, etc.—to 
support several of the Big 7 approaches. 

 
These approaches build on established strategies and partnerships in Klamath-SONEC and identify new areas of 
focus, based on our improved science-based understanding of habitat bottlenecks for migratory birds in the 
region. 

 

BROKER AND STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS 

Wetland complexes in the Intermountain West generally comprise a very small but critical part of the landscape 
on which both agriculture and wildlife rely. By recognizing this role, we can identify field capacity and funding 
opportunities for complementary work that conserves working wet meadows and identifies multiple pathways 
and partners whose work has wetland habitat conservation benefits. This allows us to support ongoing efforts 
through partnership development, funding, science to implementation, and communications. In FY 2023, we will 
build effective relationships across partnerships to improve the quality and rate of science-based habitat 
conservation that uses a peaks-to-valley approach to landscape function. 

● Connect people to bridge knowledge, funding, and capacity through workshops, webinars, and 
communications. Accelerate wetlands conservation by developing a story of connected conservation that 
involves tribes, land trusts, conservation districts, native fishery partners, state and federal agencies, and 
others. We will collaboratively build a vision and understanding of these groups’ complementary work, and 
how the various efforts intersect and contribute to sustaining habitats across the migratory flyway.  

● Develop relationships with the University of Wyoming Ruckelshaus Institute’s land trust partners at the 
board, executive director, and steward staff level in order to support strategic conservation easements and 
accelerate science-based wetland habitat conservation in key landscapes. We will work with land trusts to 
apply this information to their decision-making criteria, funding requests, and communications about the 
role of conservation easements in sustaining intact wetlands. We will also identify conservation bottlenecks 
where land trusts and the IWJV can strategically address administrative hurdles. 

● Collaborate with Trout Unlimited and other fisheries groups in areas that overlap with priority migratory 
bird wetlands. Support existing capacity by using IWJV science, technical transfer, partnership development, 
and communications, building off the early partnership efforts with Trout Unlimited in the Bear River 
Watershed and western Colorado. 

● Support State Conservation Partnership (SCP) Chairs/Co-Chairs and their state-based partners to maximize 
science, technical transfer, communications, and partnership development. This will inform planning and 
implementation of wetland conservation efforts within their states and across geographic boundaries. 
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Strategy 2c. Advance proactive, collaborative conservation of water and wetland habitat 
through compelling communications. 

In FY 2023, we will accelerate efforts to understand and engage people living and working in lands critically 
important to migratory birds. The wetland conservation community needs powerful multimedia 
communications to share the stories of agriculture, wildlife, and communities of the West with broad national 
audiences. Water 4 uses powerful communication tools to build support for proactive, voluntary, and 
partnership-driven conservation by telling the story of connected watersheds from headwater forests to valley-
bottom working wet meadows. Many potential partners are already engaged in actions that are at the core of 
Water 4; IWJV communications can connect them with existing partners, increase funding opportunities, and 
show how their work scales up to larger conservation outcomes. 

 

 

 

WATER 4 STORYTELLING 

Water 4 storytelling will focus on the significance of intact wetlands on the western landscape and their role in 
sustaining habitat for migratory birds and other species, emphasizing these key messages: 

● Working wet meadows are often in historical wetland areas, frequently along the riparian corridor. Today, 
these wetland functions are usually maintained through flood-irrigated agricultural practices.  

● Working wet meadows and flood-irrigated wetlands are important wildlife habitats, especially in the face of 
drought. Potential loss of these food-irrigated wet meadows through agricultural-to-urban water 
transactions and/or water-use efficiency projects could have a cascading effect on ecosystem function. 
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● Effective restoration actions (e.g., modernizing flood irrigation infrastructure, reconnecting floodplains, 
restoring native fish habitat, conserving land through easements, etc.) lead to outcomes that have multiple 
benefits. 

● Water, wetlands, and riparian health are important to lands and communities across the Intermountain 
West. We will highlight this through video projects in key landscapes as well as articles and multimedia 
projects. 

 

EXPANDING THE AUDIENCE 

Demonstrate the interdependence of the spectrum of people who inhabit western landscapes through 
communications that connect communities and landscapes with critical water issues. 

● Work with tribal partners to elevate their messages around water and wetlands and the importance of 
traditional knowledge in water and wetland management in the Intermountain West. 

● Connect Water 4 messages and goals to the administration’s priorities in government relations 
communications products such as fact sheets, webpages, and more. Use the focus on forest health to 
communicate the headwater-to-community relationships of water in a system.  

● Develop and implement innovative ways of elevating Water 4 stories to a wider audience by partnering with 
mass media, including hosting a three-day journalist workshop in a landscape important to migratory birds, 
as a means of drawing attention to IWJV’s science and Water 4 model. 

● Foster common ground among people with diverse perspectives (e.g., urban-rural) through community-
relevant stories and language. Use language that connects water and wildlife to sustaining “ways of life” for 
people in communities across the Intermountain West. 

● Strategically use video to highlight water and wetland issues. The popularity of video as a medium for 
delivering meaningful messages in an engaging format to a broad audience is becoming increasingly evident; 
however, making sure video is the right medium for a message or story will prevent our communications 
from being lost in the noise and help our videos stand out. 

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTION FOR PARTNERSHIP BUILDING AND TECHNICAL TRANSFER 

Use communications as a tool to bridge capacity and existing on-the-ground work. 

● Showcase proven models, outcomes, and other conservation-oriented innovations that benefit migratory 
birds, fish, and wildlife, as well as local economies, through success stories portrayed in articles, videos, fact 
sheets, and multimedia projects. Communicate habitat conservation outcomes resulting from increased 
field capacity throughout the IWJV region. 

● Share IWJV and partner science in an easily accessible manner by creating web packages that include the 
published study, the Intermountain Insights newsletter, downloadable data, and other relevant tools related 
to the science. 

● Connect producers and communities to NRCS programs by providing outreach support to NRCS Field and 
State offices, including a targeted landowner outreach campaign for California NRCS to implement their 
conservation easement program that involves feature stories, print and digital outreach materials, social 
media content, and field tours. 

● Raise awareness of funding opportunities (e.g., the North American Wetlands Conservation Act, RCPP/Farm 
Bill, BIL) and their cumulative impacts, as well as the need for capacity to take advantage of that funding. 
This will be accomplished through announcing funding opportunities and telling success stories of partners 
harnessing the benefits of these funds to enact on-the-ground conservation solutions, as well as by 
highlighting the importance of capacity that can work across boundaries in communications about funding 
and partner positions. 

● Showcase science-to-implementation projects with communications that articulate the flyway scale 
connections—e.g., why investments in the Middle Rio Grande matter to people in Montana—as a way to 
further drive impactful funding. 
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GROWING THE REACH 
Each year, the IWJV finds ways to explore and support novel approaches that achieve landscape-scale 
conservation by addressing gaps, mobilizing partners, and adapting to the future. These efforts catalyze creative 
and effective solutions that meet our most urgent and seemingly intractable challenges. These endeavors 
collectively grow the reach of the IWJV in powerful ways. 

FY 2023 Growing the Reach Strategies 

In FY 2023, we will execute the following two strategies: 

● Support the Western Conservation Leadership Development Program. 
● Integrate migratory bird habitat and water into western forest management. 

Strategy 3a. Support the Western Conservation Leadership Development Program (WCLDP). 

The WCLDP is composed of independent courses collectively designed to provide participants with adaptive and 
pragmatic skills and behaviors that better enable them to engage in effective leadership practices, regardless of 
title or tenure. Using current western conservation challenges as the backdrop, participants will learn and 
practice skills for resolving conflicts and helping disparate groups and individuals identify common interests. In 
FY 2021–2022, we worked to create the operational structure of this program in partnership with Wyoming 
Game and Fish Department, the WYldlife Fund, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the USFWS, and other 
partners; secured funding to launch the program; and designed, implemented, and evaluated the first course, 
called Fundamentals in Western Conservation Leadership: Through the Looking Glass. In FY 2023, we plan to: 
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● Provide oversight to the WCLDP to equip a diverse set of public and private partners in the western region 
with the leadership and relationship capacities that are needed to inspire and create a legacy of 
conservation for future generations. Specifically, this means hosting the WCLDP Advisory Committee 
Meeting and providing federal funding support through the existing interagency agreement between the 
IWJV and WYldlife Fund. 

● Support planning, implementation, and evaluation of the next Fundamentals of Western Conservation 
Leadership: Through the Looking Glass 2022–2023 in person at Whiskey Mountain Camp near Dubois, 
Wyoming (September 2022–May 2023). 

● Identify funding opportunities to support operations, administration, and capacity to continue this program 
through FY 2025. 

● Communicate the outcomes and value of this program to support western conservation through 
collaboration with a diversity of partners. 

 

Strategy 3b. Integrate migratory bird habitat and water into western forest management. 

The IWJV Management Board and staff looked deeply at the connections between forest health, migratory 
birds, and water over the last year to determine if there was a logical role for the IWJV in the forest health arena 
that fit with our mission and could meaningfully further the conservation of bird habitats and water in the 
Intermountain West. We developed the concept of a migratory bird initiative that would be championed, 
marketed, and delivered through a lens of supporting western communities with forest conservation. This 
concept was built around one tenet—active forest restoration—and three goals: 

● Migratory Birds: Improve habitat to address the 29% decline of western forest birds since 1970. 
● Water: Improve watershed health and downstream water supplies. 
● Wildlife Risk Reduction: Support conservation partners and communities in reducing wildfire risk, one 

of the highest-priority natural resources issues in the West. 
 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aaw1313?adobe_mc=MCMID%3D65340286529803116803656835476984649011%7CMCORGID%3D242B6472541199F70A4C98A6%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1659983428&_ga=2.46950766.870177929.1659983428-911141937.1659983428
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Results of Western Forest Exploration: The early focus of our work was exploring how migratory bird habitat 
and water goals could be interwoven into the massive conservation investments focused on wildfire risk 
reduction. In setting the stage for our FY 2023 work, we believe it is important to recap in this AOP our progress 
in the forestry arena over the last year. Specific outcomes included the following: 

● The IWJV and Pacific Birds Habitat JV, with support from the USFWS Region 6 Migratory Bird program, 
contracted the Klamath Bird Observatory to conduct a foundational technical synthesis to examine 
the scope, scale, and potential conservation impact of a western forest initiative, or series of forest-
level initiatives. This project identified geospatial metrics for avian communities and forest structure 
that could be used to prioritize active forest management to benefit forest bird habitat and other 
ecosystem services.  

● Engaged the USFS at multiple levels: Deputy Chief’s office, Biological and Physical Resources Division 
leadership, Region 2 leadership, and the Bitterroot National Forest. These efforts built momentum 
within the agency, identifying areas where the IWJV can fill niches to support forest treatments, 
which included exploring science linking treatments to bird habitat, developing communications, and 
helping with partnership development. 

● Brought much-needed vision to the bird conservation community that laid the groundwork for JVs to 
play a leadership role in identifying approaches and engaging in western forest conservation. We 
successfully implemented widespread marketing of the idea and gained strong endorsement by 
Partners in Flight, the North American Bird Conservation Initiative, the Bird Conservation Committee 
of the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, and the USFWS Migratory Bird program. 

● Garnered substantial Management Board and partnership engagement at multiple levels throughout 
the year. Received strong endorsement by a number of SCP Chairs and Co-Chairs for this future 
direction; in fact, several expressed high support for the IWJV to engage both because of the birds 
and water angle as well as the niche that the IWJV fills and our track record of success in catalyzing 
conservation. In the words of one SCP Chair: “There’s a tremendous need for building capacity, 
science, communications, and partnerships in the forestry arena, and there’s no one that does that 
any better than the IWJV.” 

● Solidified NRCS buy-in to the idea at high levels with the State Conservationists from Montana and 
Oregon, and charted some tangible steps for building forestry partnerships between the IWJV, NRCS, 
and possibly state forestry agencies. 

● Continually received recognition from partners that the western bird angle is not prevalent in current 
discussions around forest health, and a migratory bird science angle informing decision-making will 
be value-added. 

● Gained a baseline understanding of the state of the conservation science around active forest 
management by conducting interviews with experts on active forest management, forest birds, and 
forest hydrology, as well as by completing a literature review. 

● Brokered a partnership with the Bitterroot National Forest and Pheasants Forever for development of 
a National Forest–level partnership model to scale up forest treatments, a model that could be 
replicated in other forests. We also initiated a partnership with the Bitterroot Water Forum to 
support communications on the importance of active forest management across private and public 
lands, in partnership with Montana NRCS. 

● Secured $125,000 from the USFWS Region 6 Migratory Birds & Science Applications program to 
support science-to-implementation practices and initiative development efforts that are vital to 
building forest bird habitat into an array of western forest conservation programs. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1miTqnYassOpmA-XF3cIU4Ked1ll10Wox/view?usp=sharing
https://iwjv.org/state-conservation-partners/
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Thanks to the strong support of our former USFS Management Board Member, we explored the 
development of a USFS-IWJV Interagency Agreement modeled after our similar public lands conservation 
agreement with the BLM for Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands. Significant groundwork has 
been laid with the USFS, and we discovered that opportunities exist to build migratory bird habitat and 
water outcomes into western forest management in partnership with the USFS at multiple levels as well 
as with the NRCS and state forestry agencies. 
 
Conclusion: The IWJV pursued this work the same way we pursue all endeavors: through a science and 
partnership lens. The resounding outcome was that the IWJV should engage in forest conservation in the 
future. Through this exploration, opportunities evolved for the IWJV to fill a key niche in supporting forest 
habitat conservation using elements of our successful models: field delivery capacity, communications, 
science-to-implementation efforts, and partnership coordination. We now believe that a good potential 
niche is supporting active forest management with benefits to declining migratory bird populations and/or 
water focused on relevancy to people. This is a strategic angle that connects to all three of our 
foundational points—declining forest bird populations, water, and catastrophic wildfire risk. Last year’s 
exploration made clear that forest health is a major focus of many of our partners, and that emphasis is 
not going to be short-lived. 
 
FY 2023 Forest Efforts: In FY 2023, we will shift from “exploring a new initiative” to strategically building 
migratory birds and water into western forest conservation at levels enabled by new funding allocations 
and with future funding that will support the IWJV. The keystone element of our work this year will be 
bringing the story of birds and water into forest treatments focused on wildfire risk reduction that have 
received scaled-up financial resources through the BIL, Joint Chiefs, EQIP, and other major sources of 
western forest conservation funding. 
 

FIELD DELIVERY CAPACITY SUPPORT 

● Champion the development of conservation delivery specialists. Support the NRCS and the USFS in 
building capacity to achieve benefits for birds and water with field delivery capacity development to 
implement BIL funds in a strategic and meaningful manner for western birds and/or water. 

● Continue USFS partnership development. Work with the USFS regions and headquarters leadership, 
including the Biological and Physical Resources Division, Watersheds & Aquatic Resources. 

● Further NRCS partnerships and focus on forest practices on non-industrial private forest lands 
collaboratively with private landowners, states, and the USFS. 

● Identify opportunities to support tribal partners interested in utilizing the Tribal Forest Partnership 
Act to further accelerate the pace of forest treatments. 

 

SCIENCE-TO-IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 

● Continue to identify and build partnerships with members of the scientific and forest management 
communities with expertise and/or interest in fuels management, forest birds, and forest hydrology. 

● Integrate information gleaned from expert interviews and literature review conducted in FY 2022 into 
initial forest management partnerships to enhance outcomes for forest birds and/or forest water 
resources. 

● The Science to Implementation team will continue to learn about forest management practices and 
forest conservation science (fuels, birds, water) and support our staff and partners in accessing, 
interpreting, and applying science to enhance outcomes for forest birds and/or forest water 
resources. 
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STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS 

● Identify communications and develop a webpage on www.IWJV.org to share the story of the importance of 
forest treatments for multiple benefits. This content will clarify how and why the IWJV is engaging in this 
work. 

● Work with the USFS, the NRCS, and other partners to develop communications that speak to the complexity 
of forest treatments and provide science-informed support for specific actions linked to western birds 
and/or water. 

● Elevate the importance of cross-boundary land ownership forest treatments by showcasing science and 
traditional knowledge applied to build support for management activities across a range of groups. 

 

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

● Pursue Forest Health funding in developing future Montana NRCS and Oregon NRCS Interagency 
Agreements. 

● Assess partner interest in collaborating with the IWJV in development of the initiative; including 
identification of funding that could be leveraged with partner investments. 

● Build an understanding of forest collaboratives that partners already engage in and that bridge Forest 
Health and IWJV priorities. Use these collaboratives to better understand opportunities for IWJV 
engagement. 

● Identify three to four forests that have potential for the IWJV to model and beta test opportunities to 
engage on forest health issues, with the expectation that these demonstration areas would allow for 
future expansion and growth of the IWJV’s forest health effort in a meaningful way for water and/or 
western forest birds. 

 
The amount of BIL funding that has been provided to the USFS and the significant Joint Chiefs and EQIP funding 
available to NRCS for wildfire risk reduction provides the unprecedented opportunity to address a root issue of 
watershed health, with implications from headwaters to valley bottoms, from flood-irrigated agricultural lands 
to municipalities. The reality is this work will happen whether the IWJV participates or not. The risk of not 
engaging is that the forest bird angle will likely not be represented in key discussions and approaches to 
treatments. The IWJV also recognizes a need to find harmony between local/traditional knowledge, scientific 
knowledge, funding, and politics and utilize the sweet spots across these to spur collaborative conservation, in 
turn accelerating the pace and scale of conservation for western forest birds. The forthcoming implementation 
planning process will allow us to identify a durable plan for how the IWJV can engage in western forests to 
support the conservation of western forest birds and water resources into the future. The time to get started is 
now. 
 

OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION 
Our entrepreneurial approach to conservation funding, ability to deliver on commitments, and the trust we have 
established with partners are central to our success and are reflected in our FY 2023 budget, projected to be 
$4.46 million. While we have focused on developing funding support outside of our base JV funding, 
government relations work to increase base JV funding remains highly important. We are proud of our success 
and recognize we cannot become complacent. This is why we are committed to enhancing our partnership by 
focusing on inclusion of people and organizations not historically engaged in IWJV activities and beginning to 
develop the next iteration of our long-term vision for conservation in the Intermountain West. 

 

https://iwjv.org/our-partnership-vision/
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FY 2023 Operations and Administration Strategies 

In FY 2023, we will continue to align Operations and Administration within five key strategies: 

● Deliver on existing agreements. 
● Employ an entrepreneurial approach to IWJV funding. 
● Magnify our reach and impact through strategic government relations. 
● Nurture and grow our partnership connections. 
● Build our future. 

Strategy 4a. Deliver on existing agreements. 

The IWJV has interagency agreements with the BLM and the NRCS, collaborations with other USFWS programs, 
and long-running corporate partnerships with ConocoPhillips and Rocky Mountain Power/Pacific Power, that 
collectively bring nearly $3.2 million in federal and private funding to support our work each year. The IWJV’s 
program leads for sagebrush conservation and Water 4 are the front-line points of contact for our funders. A 
critical function of the IWJV Operations and Administration program is to help our program leads manage 
existing agreements to deliver on expected outcomes for the IWJV and our funding partners. 

We have developed an array of improved budget tracking tools in recent years and established effective 
processes for our program leads to communicate regularly with funders about conservation progress, 
agreement status and funding windows, and future funding needs. We will provide regular reports to program 
leads on the status of agreement funds, including spending, fund allocations, and leveraged funds. This will 
ensure agreement funds are being spent appropriately and in a timely manner, alert program leads to issues 
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related to agreement funding and potential impacts to program work, and help the IWJV staff develop reports 
and outreach materials to demonstrate accountability to partners and funders. 

Strategy 4b. Employ an entrepreneurial approach to IWJV funding. 

The IWJV Management Board, through our Operations Assessment Ad Hoc Committee, has long directed staff to 
take an entrepreneurial approach to attaining JV funding, which has been highly successful. The current national 
attention on conservation presents a grand opportunity for the IWJV to grow our conservation capacity and 
impact by maintaining existing relationships and building new ones. We will focus our efforts on the following 
actions: 

● Work with the Government Relations Committee to fully articulate the need for increases in base (USFWS 
“1234”) JV funding. 

● Develop a new agreement with Oregon NRCS to continue our highly successful partnership in SONEC, work 
with Montana NRCS to develop a next-step agreement for Water 4 and western forest conservation, and 
explore development of a new agreement with Utah NRCS around mutual objectives in the Bear River 
Watershed and other key landscapes. 

● Nurture relationships with the BLM State Offices resulting from the successful establishment of field delivery 
capacity in cooperation with the BLM National Office. We anticipate additional agreements with a couple of 
BLM State Offices, as well as an agreement with the BLM Fuels Management program. Effective 
coordination of work between state and national level offices will be critical. 

● Accelerate partnerships with USFWS Regions 1, 6, and 8 across multiple programs on shared priorities 
including sagebrush conservation, water, and western forests, supporting the Regions in achieving their 
habitat conservation priorities through partnerships. Areas of emphasis will likely involve: Working with 
Science Applications and Refuges in using WET to strategically address wetland drying and build the climate 
resiliency of wetland systems; supporting the Regions in strategically delivering BIL funding (Sagebrush and 
Klamath Basin); and collaborating with External Affairs on joint storytelling that expands the reach and 
results in new partnership communications projects. See the Klamath Basin–SONEC Big 7 Conservation 
Approaches discussed in the Water 4 section as a model for this type of expanded collaboration. 

● Provide strategic conservation ideas and tools to foundations to help drive BIL and other new funding to the 
Intermountain West. While we have historically not traditionally pursued direct funding from foundations, 
explore helping states and tribes attain America the Beautiful funding to support shared priorities. 

Strategy 4c. Magnify our reach and impact through strategic government relations. 

The IWJV’s powerful Government Relations Committee has unique access to leadership of the administration—
e.g., the Department of the Interior, the Department of Agriculture, the USFWS, the NRCS, the BLM, and the 
USFS—and members and staff of the 117th to 118th Congress through relationships forged over many years. 
These potent individual relationships are bolstered by the committee’s collaborative spirit—working across the 
aisle and with successive administrations defined by very different values—in bringing solutions to major 
conservation challenges. The IWJV’s conservation model is inherently bipartisan in nature, and the people of our 
committee share that message, building an amazing level of trust and respect with one another and with leaders 
in Washington, D.C. 

In FY 2023, the committee will be highly focused on scaling up conservation funding across agencies and 
departments—and addressing bottlenecks to proactive, on-the-ground conservation—as needed to address 
pressing natural resource challenges and benefit western landscapes and communities. The specific tactics of 
the committee’s work, built out in the FY 2023 Government Relations Strategy, will include: 

● Strengthen relationships and communicate priorities through coordinated meetings (in person and/or 
virtually) with Congressional members/staff and department/agency leadership during the annual Hill Visit 
(February/March 2023). Additional travel and/or virtual meetings to Washington, D.C., may be requested by 
the Government Relations Committee to take advantage of timely opportunities. 
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● Host Congressional delegates and their staff on field tours to Management Board meetings and/or host or 
participate in additional field tours, as identified by the Government Relations Committee, to foster 
relationships with key Congressional and administration officials. 

● Build trust and relationships with a diversity of partners and perspectives to cultivate common ground for 
conservation connected to climate resilience. Communicate the critical role and value that agriculture and 
private landowners will play in implementing conservation to achieve carbon storage and climate resiliency. 

● Accelerate habitat conservation to address bird population declines, in partnership with the USFWS and the 
Association of JV Management Boards, via: 
o Scaling up Partnering to Conserve Sagebrush Rangelands with the BLM and partners. 
o Scaling up Water 4 through additional capacity and expanded funding. 
o Helping shape ecosystem services efforts through science and partnerships. 
o Building migratory birds and water into western forest conservation. 

● Support the NRCS in delivering over $19 billion in new funding from the Inflation Reduction Act through 
EQIP, the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program, the RCPP, and the Conservation Stewardship 
Program in climate-smart conservation practices. 

● Strengthen partnerships with ConocoPhillips, Partnerscapes, Partnership of Rangeland Trust, Western 
Landowners Alliance, the livestock industry, Family Farm Alliance, Network for Landscape Conservation, and 
decision-makers of conservation organizations and collaboratives with a shared vision for voluntary, 
proactive, partnership-driven, and community-based conservation. 

Strategy 4d. Nurture and grow our partnership connections. 

One of the IWJV’s core values is relationships: “to meet people where they are through listening, understanding, 
and working together to achieve strategic habitat conservation.” As we continue to emerge from the COVID-19 
pandemic, we anticipate more in-person meetings, but we also expect to continue using hybrid and virtual 
meeting formats, as they have become preferred alternatives to conference calls and allow remote participation 
by those unable to travel. Whether our meetings are in person, virtual, or both, our goal is to deliver well-
organized, engaging, efficient, and highly impactful meetings and events, and provide necessary follow-up to 
build relationships and advance collective objectives. 

In FY 2023, we are planning this full slate of in-person events, but we will adapt as necessary: 

Partners in the Sage Workshop 

Hill Visits 

Journalist Workshop in the Bear River 
Watershed 

Partners in the Sage Management Oversight 
Group Meetings 

SCP Chair Engagement Events 

Strategic Planning Events 

Summer meeting of the Western Association of 
Fish and Wildlife Agencies: IWJV-sponsored 
Directors’ Luncheon 

Fall & Spring Management Board Meetings  

(NEW) Utah Wet Meadow Restoration Partner 
Workshop 

(NEW) Potential Water 4 Event (field workshop, 
bridging birds, fish, water) 
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Strategy 4e. Build our future. 

Each year, it is important for the organization to assess our staff, structure, and focus to ensure efficient 
operations, professional development and growth of staff, and advancement of the partnership’s conservation 
goals and objectives. To those ends, in FY 2023, we will: 

● Support the development of a new five-year Implementation Plan, with the goal of completing the new plan 
by FY 2024. 

● Convene staff quarterly through Management Board meetings and staff retreats to sustain a high level of 
engagement, enthusiasm, and sharing in our work. Roughly one-third of IWJV staff are located outside of 
Missoula, Montana. With more staff dispersed than in the past, it is important to find additional ways for 
staff to stay connected in order to maintain team cohesion. We will explore strategies to accomplish this 
while still making effective use of staff time. 

● Adjust and implement a new supervision structure of the IWJV by identifying staff who are stepping into 
supervisory roles to better share the workload; revise supervision structure based on assessment; revise the 
organizational chart, identify opportunities, and make recommendations to provide advancement and 
upward mobility opportunities within the IWJV; and evaluate future staffing needs based on anticipated 
IWJV work and positions needed to meet its goals and objectives. 

● Assess the leadership, members, and direction of the Private Landowner Work Group. Explore the working 
group’s potential to give “voice” to IWJV’s sage, Water 4, and government relations work. 

● Collaborate with the University of Montana Avian Science Center and Native American Natural Resource 
Program on a student employee to support Water 4 objectives and partnership opportunities with 
underrepresented groups in conservation. 

● Engage with the Management Board Recruitment Working Group to explore future nominees from tribal 
partners, private landowners, and select agencies and NGOs to sustain a highly impactful and diverse 
Management Board. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS

AOP: Annual Operational Plan 

BIL: Bipartisan Infrastructure Law 

BLM: Bureau of Land Management 

EQIP: Environmental Quality Incentives Program 

FY: Fiscal Year 

IWJV: Intermountain West Joint Venture 

JV: Joint Venture 

NGO: Non-Governmental Organization 

NRCS: Natural Resources Conservation Service 

NWR: National Wildlife Refuge 

OBG: BLM’s Outcome-Based Grazing program 

PFW: Partners for Fish and Wildlife 

RCPP: Regional Conservation Partnership Program 

SCP: State Conservation Partnership 

SONEC: primarily southern Oregon and 
northeastern California, plus a slice of 
northwestern Nevada 

USFS: U.S. Forest Service 

USFWS: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

USGS: U.S. Geological Survey 

WCLDP: Western Conservation Leadership 
Development Program 

WET: Wetland Evaluation Tool platform 

 


